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THE EUROPEAN STANDARDIZATION COMMUNITY SUPPORTS THE FRENCH PRESIDENCY OF THE COUNCIL OF THE EU IN ITS QUEST FOR EUROPEAN STRATEGIC AUTONOMY

By assuming the presidency of the EU Council for the next six months (#EUFP2022), France has the ambition to reinforce Europe’s strategic autonomy. CEN and CENELEC, two of the officially recognised European standardization organizations, and AFNOR, the French Standardization Association, commit to fully deploy the power of European standards on strategic subjects and to contribute to a stronger role for Europe in the world.

CEN, CENELEC and AFNOR welcome the priorities set by France for the rotating Presidency of the Council of the European Union. In the upcoming months, the CEN and CENELEC community will focus on three topics, all labelled #EU2022 by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs for their economic and societal interest: gender equality, AI standardization and the new European standardization strategy. These projects offer the opportunity to define common references at the scale of the 27 Members States and strengthen the EU’s leadership role at the international level.

Gender equality

The CEN and CENELEC community holds gender equality close to its heart: in 2019, CEN, CENELEC and 19 of their Members officially signed UNECE’s Declaration on Gender Responsive Standards, pledging to support the creation of gender responsive standards.

Along the same lines, AFNOR developed a guide to shared best practices (AFNOR SPEC X30-020) for advancing gender equality in companies, associations and local authorities. This document now serves as a baseline for a new international standard, which will be developed at ISO under AFNOR’s steering. This standard will address all aspects of equality: employment, education, health, gender-based violence and women’s participation in public debates and decisions.
The normative roadmap on Artificial Intelligence

European standards provide valuable support to the deployment of ethical and human-centred AI in Europe. They ensure safety and security for products and services and reduce barriers to trade, benefitting the Single Market.

On this background, the CEN and CENELEC community is committed to helping Europe succeed in the digital transition. To organise and develop standardization work on the issue, CEN and CENELEC have established the CEN-CENELEC Joint Technical Committee 21 ‘Artificial Intelligence’. This group brings together experts that will implement and lead the recommendations available in CEN and CENELEC’s RoadMap on AI and response to the European Commission’s White Paper on AI.

Through their joint efforts, CEN, CENELEC and AFNOR are looking forward to supporting the French Presidency in its work towards a future European regulation of the sector, in particular when it comes to collaboration and exchanges on AI with other regions of the world, such as China and the USA.

The European standardization strategy

Finally, at the beginning of 2022, in the framework of the French Presidency of the EU Council, the European Commission is foreseen to publish a new European standardization strategy: this initiative is a response to the need to be more assertive and strategic at the international level and seeks to better respond to the standardization needs arising from the green and digital transformation of the EU’s industrial ecosystem.

"In a context of accelerated globalization and innovation, the European Union must increase its influence on tomorrow's standards, particularly in the fields of health, industry and Artificial Intelligence. The new standardization strategy brought forward by the European Commission will have to bring our technological know-how and societal values to the international stage," explains Olivier Peyrat, AFNOR's Director General and CEN’s Vice President Policy.

“The European Standardization System is based on a voluntary and inclusive approach as defined in the New Legislative Framework, which has already, in many ways, shown its strength in supporting the EU’s policy priorities”, added Elena Santiago Cid, CEN and CENELEC’s Director General. “The CEN and CENELEC community is willing to engage to ensure Europe’s sustained recovery and long-term resilience and help Europe deliver on its promises, on the basis of a renewed strategic partnership with the European institutions”.

CEN and CENELEC

CEN (European Committee for Standardization) and CENELEC (European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization) are recognised by the European Union (EU) and the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) as European Standardization Organizations responsible for developing standards at European level. The members of CEN and CENELEC are the National Standardization Bodies and National Electrotechnical Committees of 34 European countries. European Standards (ENs) and other standardization deliverables adopted by CEN and CENELEC are accepted and recognised in all these countries. European Standards (ENs) contribute to enhancing safety, improving quality, facilitating cross-border trade and strengthening the European Single Market. CEN and CENELEC work to promote the international alignment of standards in the framework of technical cooperation agreements with ISO (International Organization for Standardization) and the IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission).

CEN-CENELEC website: [www.cencenelec.eu](http://www.cencenelec.eu)
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AFNOR

As a partner of economic players, AFNOR, the French Association for Standardization, works to create a common language and interoperability for the sectors of excellence. It brings different stakeholders wanting to develop a sector in the best possible conditions and unites the entire value chain around them. Through AFNOR, stakeholders define together guiding principles and develop shared and voluntary standards. Nearly 20,000 representatives of companies, associations, federations and the French State participate each year in this co-development exercise. Standards are an essential tool for encouraging progress and promoting innovation in France: AFNOR represents France in European and international standardization bodies.
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